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ABSTRACT This paper develops a novel switching variable proportional desaturation proportional integral
(SVPDPI) regulator for speed control of switched reluctance motor (SRM) drive system. Firstly, the idea of
desaturation is adopted in the SRM drive system in order to eliminate the integral saturation phenomenon of
traditional proportional integral (PI) regulator. Secondly, the variable proportional desaturation PI (VPDPI)
regulator is proposed to enhance the response speed of SRM drive system by introducing the concept of
variable proportion. In addition, in order to improve the smoothness of the SRM start-up speed, a switching
speed regulator is further designed based on the VPDPI regulator. Finally, the principle of error threshold
segmentation is introduced into SVPDPI regulator, whose control performance is compared with among
other three regulators under rated speed, various speeds and load-torque conditions. Meanwhile, the dynamic
performance, steady performance and start-up performance are comprehensively analyzed. The simulation
experiment results commendably indicate that the proposed SVPDPI regulator is superior in tracking
performance, anti-disturbance performance and speed range.

INDEX TERMS SRM, switching speed regulator, integral desaturation, variable proportional control, speed
jitter suppression.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasingly stringent global demand for energy
conservation, the applications of electric drive in transporta-
tion, industry, agriculture and other fields are gradually
increasing [1]–[4]. As the core component of the electric
drive system, the control of the motor has gradually become
a paramount research direction [5]–[7]. Compared with other
types of motors, switched reluctance motor (SRM) is usually
characterized by flexible control, simple structure, low cost
and high efficiency [8]–[10]. There is no winding or per-
manent magnet on the rotor of the SRM, which increases
the reliability of the electrical drive system under high speed
and high temperature operating conditions, and economizes
the cost of motor manufacturing [8], [11]. Meanwhile, since
the unique double-salient pole structure of SRM, when any
winding or phase of the motor fails, the stable operation of
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the SRM drive system can be guaranteed, which provides
a favorable advantage for the wide application of the SRM
drive system [12]–[14]. At present, one of the most concern
in SRM drive system is how to optimize the dynamic quality
of speed regulation, especially in star-up stage.

In order to realize more ideal driving performance in SRM,
the advanced control mechanism is increasing favored by
most scholars to improve the speed response effect of SRM
driving system, which can be usually achieved by two ways.
The first type is to develop the intelligent controller, such
as fuzzy control [15]–[17], slide mode control [18], [19],
adaptive control, and artificial neural network [20]–[22].
Obviously, those intelligent algorithms require the com-
plicated procedures and expert users in the design stage,
which is limited for its industrial application. Furthermore,
another one is optimization approaches, for instance ant
colony algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm and
other optimization algorithms [23]–[26], which take specific
speed response performance index as the optimization target,
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establishes constraint conditions, and then improve the spe-
cific speed response performance of the driving system.
However, there is no doubt that the control process of the
optimization algorithms require a large amount of computa-
tion and data processing, which puts forward a higher demand
for the arithmetic capability of the controller in the practical
application.

Nowadays, it cannot be denied that PI controller is still
popular in industries in spite of the remarkable achievements
on intelligent control technique, which is because the PI
controller has a simple structure, convenient operation, high
reliability and cost-effective. In addition, easily modeling,
lower user-skill requirement and development complexity
bring it to more suitable for engineering practice than those
advanced control methods. As mentioned above, the tradi-
tional PI regulators are used to achieve the speed control
of SRM drives [27]. Unfortunately, the traditional PI con-
trol cannot satisfy the actual requirements as the nonlinear
factors, external disturbances and the variation of internal
parameters intensifies, which leads to its application is greatly
restricted. One of the major factors is the existence of the
integral saturation [28], [29]. To address this, some scholars
adopt the idea of anti-saturation in motor control system such
that the saturation phenomenon can be resisted [30]–[33].
Actually, it can realize the suppression of integral saturation
to a certain extent. However, it is necessary to point out
that the steady-state error could be generated in the speed
regulation system if the threshold setting is not reasonable.
Hence, the behavior of passive resistance cannot solve the
issue fundamentally. By contrast, the desaturation methods
perform better steady-state performance than that of the anti-
saturation regulator [34], [35]. However, on the downside,
its dynamic quality of the speed control system is not fine.
Consequently, how to take into account both the dynamic
performance and the steady-state one is vital for improving
the PI controller.

Motivated by above discussion, this paper propose a novel
switching PI control method by combining the desaturation
principle and variable proportional method. On one hand,
the desaturation idea is adopted to design SRM speed regula-
tor such that the stability of motor control system is improved.
On the other hand, the idea of variable proportional desat-
uration is proposed to achieve better dynamic and steady
performance in order to improve the dynamic performance of
the regulator. In addition, in order to improve the chattering
of the motor in the starting stage, the control algorithm is
further improved in this paper, and a design idea of a switch-
proportional desaturation regulator is proposed to ensure the
speed, accuracy and stability of the switched reluctancemotor
drive system in the starting stage and the response process.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the mathematical model of the three-phase SRM.
Three improved PI speed regulators are designed in
Section III after revealing the drawbacks of traditional PI con-
troller. In Section IV, the proposed speed regulators are simu-
lated and verified on SRM drive system, whose performance

analysis is also carried out by comparing the traditional PI
regulator. Finally, Section V concludes the article.

II. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THREE-PHASE SRM
Taking the three-phase SRM as a control object, this section
proposes its mathematical model. In details, the relationship
between the speed and the motor parameters is established
based on its electromechanical relation equation. In order to
simplify the model analysis process, the following assump-
tions are proposed:
Assumption 1: The inductance is equivalent to a linear

model.
Assumption 2: The viscosity coefficient of the system is

ignored.
Based on the above assumptions and references [36], [37],

the equivalent inductance model is depicted as (1):

L(θ ) = ψm(a+ b sin(Nrθ )) (1)

Furthermore, its electromagnetic torque can be simplified
to an univariate function of position angle when the current
is given, which can be derived as follows:

Te =
1
2
i2
dL
dθ
=

1
2
i2(bNrψm cos(Nrθ )) (2)

where ψm and θ denote the flux saturation value and position
angle, respectively. In addition, a and b are both undetermined
coefficients, which can be calculated through obtaining the
motor parameters. Nr represent the number of rotor poles.

Therefore, its motion equation can be constructed in terms
of the law of the fixed-axis rotation [38].

dω
dt
=

1
J
(Te − TL) =

1
J
(
1
2
i2bNrψm cos(Nrθ )− TL) (3)

where ω and J are the motor rotation angular velocity and
instantaneous value of inertia, respectively, and TL denotes
the load torque.

According to the Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL), the volt-
age equation of SRM is deduced based on its equivalent
armature circuit [39], which is shown in (4):

u− iRs = L
di
dt
+ i

dL
dθ

dθ
dt

(4)

where u is DC voltage, and Rs is stator resistance. By com-
bining (1) with (4), the first-order differential equation of the
phase current can be obtained as shown in (5):

di
dt
=
u− iRs − iωbNrψm cos(Nrθ )

ψm(a+ b sin(Nrθ ))
(5)

Assuming that the speed is constant, equation (5) is further
simplified as follows:

i =
u

ωbNrψm
∫ T
0 cos(Nr θ )dt

T

(6)

After that, equation (6) is substituted into (3), then we have
the following equation:

dω
dt
=

1
J
(
1
2

u2

ω2bNrψm
∫ T
0 cos(Nr θ)dt

T

− TL) (7)
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Finally, the motion equation of SRM is obtained as shown
in (7). When the SRM operates in the steady state, the speed
variation rate tends to zero, whose average speed ω is written
as follows:

ω =

√√√√ u2

2TLbNrψm
∫ T
0 cos(Nr θ )dt

T

(8)

After that, equation (7) is discretized at (ω, u) by utilizing
the infinitesimal method, and then the speed regulation ratio
is deduced as follows:

dω
dt
=

dα
dU
|ω,u1u+

dα
dω
|ω,u1ω (9)

After the Laplace transform, the transfer function of con-
trol voltage and speed is derived as shown in (10):

1ω(s)
1u(s)

=

2TL
Ju

s+ 2TL
Ju

√
2TLbNrψm

∫ T
0 cos(Nr θ)dt

T

=

ω
u

JbNrψmcos(Nrθ )ω
3

u2
s+ 1

=
kp

sTp + 1
(10)

where, kp = ω
u , Tp = JbNrψmcos(Nrθ ) ω

3

u2
.

Based on the above theoretical deduction, the mathemati-
cal model of a three-phase SRM is established. Subsequently,
the speed regulator of SRM drives and its related parameters
would be designed and specified.

III. DESIGN OF SPEED REGULATORS
There is no doubt that the speed control performance is
determined by its speed regulator. At present, the traditional
PI regulator is difficult to achieve the high precision motion
control due to its undesirable dynamic quality and out of
control. To achieve this, a novel controller and its related
control algorithm are proposed by analyzing the deficiency
of design philosophy in the traditional PI regulator.

A. THE CHARACTER OF CONVENTIONAL PI
SPEED REGULATOR
In the speed regulating system [16], [40], the input signal of
the speed regulator is the speed error signal e, and whose
output signal is the system reference torque, which is denoted
as u(t). Based on the traditional PI control, its control rule is
described as Eq. (11).

u(t) = Kpe+ Ki

∫
edt (11)

where Kp (resp. Ki) is the proportional coefficient (resp.
integral coefficient). However, when the integral link accu-
mulates to a certain extent, the regulator will saturate. From
the point of view of the control principle, the phenomenon of
integral saturation is easy to cause the large overshoot of the
speed n. Meanwhile, the stability of the output signal T ∗ of
the regulator is greatly affected.

In order to suppress the action time of integral saturation
in the control system, the references in [30]–[33], [35] adopt
the idea of anti-saturation to improve the comprehensive
performance of the speed control system. When the regulator
entered the saturation state, the effect of integral element
is removed. This method can resist the integral saturation
phenomenon and improve the dynamic response performance
of the system. However, the saturation state cannot be com-
pletely eliminated. Meanwhile, the steady state error cannot
be avoided since the poor regulation mode of proportional
element is only left. Hence, how to eliminate the influence of
integral saturation in essence is worthwhile without sacrific-
ing the steady-state performance of the system.

B. A NOVEL DESIGN OF SVPDPI SPEED REGULATOR
FOR SRM DRIVE SYSTEM
In order to obtain the better regulation performance in the
SRM drive system, the above issues of traditional PI control
are well addressed in this paper. Subsequently, three advanced
regulators and their related control principles are presented
gradually in the following subsections.

1) DPI SPEED REGULATOR
Through the research and analysis of anti-saturation tech-
nology, this paper puts forward an improvement measure of
de-saturation PI type (DPI) based on the SRM motor speed
regulation system. When the phenomenon of integral satura-
tion occurs, DPI attenuates the integral saturation accumula-
tion by introducing the feedback compensation coefficient γ ,
whose structural block diagram of the DPI control method is
shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. The structure diagram of DPI regulator control algorithm.

According to the control law of the DPI control algorithm,
the governing equation is derived as Eq. (12):

u(t) = Kpe+ γKi

∫
edt (12)

In Eq. (12), ϕ is the threshold used to determine whether to
introduce the compensation coefficient. And if e > ϕ,γ < 0
otherwise γ = 1.

2) VPDPI SPEED REGULATOR
Obviously, the stead-state error can be eliminated by utilizing
the DPI regulator according to (12). However, the response
speed of this algorithm has still certain limitations. In order
to improve the dynamic performance of the regulator,
an improved method of variable proportional desaturation PI
(VPDPI) regulator is proposed in this subsection. From the
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FIGURE 2. The structure diagram of VPDPI regulator control algorithm .

control principle, it is clearly that the dynamic and steady-
state performance of the controlled system are both improved
due to the fast response of proportional element. The corre-
sponding control block diagram of the VPDPI algorithm is
shown in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2, the VPDPI controller can be mainly divided

into two sub-controllers, that is the variable proportion part
and the desaturation part. The algorithm selects the appropri-
ate proportional coefficient by judging the size of the rota-
tional speed error signal e, and decides whether to introduce
the feedback compensation coefficient γ . The control law of
the VPDPI algorithm is shown in Eq. (13).

u(t) = [ρ(Kp2 − Kp1)+ Kp1]e+ γKi

∫
edt (13)

In (13), let ρ be the selection coefficient, and if e > c
(c is the threshold used to determine whether to change the
proportionality coefficient ) then ρ = 0, otherwise ρ = 1.

FIGURE 3. The structure diagram of SVPDPI regulator control algorithm.

3) SVPDPI SPEED REGULATOR
Although VPDPI algorithm can improve the dynamic
response in some extent compared with DPI regulator,
it cannot be denied that it is easy to aggravate the speed
instability and oscillation phenomenon accompanied by the
proportional coefficient mutates. Secondly, the jitter of rota-
tion speed can lead to the adverse impact on the equipment
during the motor startup stage. Based above consideration,
this subsection proposes the switched variable proportional

and desaturation PI (SVPDPI) algorithm, whose correspond-
ing structural block diagram is shown in Fig. 3. And the
governing equation is derived as (14):

u(t) = [ρ(Kp2 − Kp1)+ Kp1]e+ γKi

∫
edt (e ≤ s)

u(t) = Kp3e+ Ki

∫
edt (e > s)

(14)

According to the structure block diagram of the con-
trol algorithm, the concrete implementation steps are shown
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The Computation Algorithm of SVPDPI for
SRM Drive System
Input: The given speed of SRM drive system n∗N
Output: The referenced torque T ∗e
1: begin;
2: Setting n∗N , s
3: Identify and Sampling n at t time.
4: Calculating the error value of speed e = n∗N − n
5: if e ≤ s then
6: u(t) = [ρ(Kp2 − Kp1)+ Kp1]e+ γKi

∫
edt

7: else
8: u(t) = Kp3e+ Ki

∫
edt

9: end if
10: Output u(t), where u(t) is the referenced torque T ∗e at t

moment.
11: end.

It is worth noting that the equivalent transfer function
WSRM (s) of the speed regulating system has been obtained
in Eq. (10), which can be superposition with the proposed
SVPDPI algorithm as the transfer function by the control
principle, and the equation of its coefficient can be obtained
in Eq. (15).

In general, the errors of equivalent parameters cannot be
completely avoided due to the approximate equivalence in
the mathematical model. Hence, the modified coefficients
(Ka,Kb) of the regulator are adopted to weaken the principal
error such that it facilitate the parameters debugging in SRM
drive system.

Kpi =
Ka
kp
= Ka

u
ω

(i = 1, 2, 3)

Ki =
1
Tp
= Kb

u2

ω3

(15)

Remark 1 (A Select Principle of Threshold ϕ and Feed-
back Compensation Coefficient γ ): The feedback compen-
sation coefficient γ (γ < 0) can eliminate integral saturation
by reverse accumulation error 1n. A larger |γ | will weaken
the effect of the regulator integral link, thus the drive system
will exist the steady-state error. However, a smaller |γ | will
make the system exist a certain amount of overshoot due to
incomplete desaturation. The influence of different feedback
compensation coefficients on the driving system is shown
in Appendix A.
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On the other hand, the desaturation effect of the system is
closely related to the action time of the feedback compen-
sation coefficient γ . According to the relationship between
the threshold ϕ and the speed error 1n, the desaturation link
can automatically judge whether the feedback compensation
coefficient need is introduced or not. When the speed error
1n exceeds the threshold ϕ, the feedback compensation coef-
ficient starts to act until the error is within the threshold. The
effects of different thresholds on the driving system are shown
in Appendix B.

From the perspective of the simulation experiment,
the influence of the value of the feedback compensation
coefficient γ and the action time on the driving system are
verified by the waveforms in Appendix A and B, respectively.
A selection rule is established for parameter setting of feed-
back compensation coefficient γ and threshold ϕ of different
driving systems.
Remark 2 (A Select Principle of Threshold c and Coeffi-

cient ρ): Selection coefficient ρ is similar to a switch signal.
The switch states closely related to the threshold c. When the
speed error 1n is greater than the threshold value c, then
ρ = 1, it enters the variable proportion link. Otherwise,
it is the traditional control mode. The effects of different
thresholds on the driving system are shown in Appendix C.

Appendix C reveals that excessive threshold cwill increase
the response speed. Unfortunately, the risk of system jitter is
also strengthened at the same time. Therefore, a reasonable
selection should be made according to the actual control
requirements. In summary, both γ and ρ aim to improve the
system dynamics without changing the steady-state perfor-
mance of the drive system.
Remark 3 (A Select Principle of Threshold s): In order to

improve the rapid response performance of the system and
ensure the stability of the system, an ‘‘insurance’’ is added to
the system through the threshold s. When the speed error1n
exceeds the threshold s, the traditional PI regulator is used as
the speed regulator. On the contrary, the VPDPI regulator acts
on the drive system. Generally, the threshold s should be less
than the threshold c since the sudden addition of the variable
proportion link, which can easily lead to the temporary jitter
of the system. The effects of different thresholds on the
driving system are shown in Appendix D.

Actually, the influence of different threshold s values on
the driving system has also been briefly proved in the sim-
ulation diagram. The trend of the two groups of waveforms
is basically the same when the threshold s is less than the
threshold c. However, the waveform whose threshold s is
greater than the threshold c obviously reflects the action time
of the variable proportion link. If the variable proportion
parameter is not selected properly, the system may still have
the problem of temporary jitter.

C. THE SPEED REGULATOR STABILITY VERIFICATION
Based on the SVPDPI regulator design in Section III-B3,
the system dynamics can be obviously improved by introduc-
ing the coefficient γ and ρ without destroying the stability of

the traditional PI. Hence, this subsection will further verify
the stability of the drive system based on the traditional PI
regulator. According to the transfer function in (10) and the PI
regulator control rule in (11), the open loop transfer function
of the drive system is obtained as follows:

G(s) = WSRM (s)×WPI (s) =
kp · kc · s+ ki · kp

Tp · s2 + s
(16)

where kc and ki are defined as the proportionality coef-
ficient and the integration coefficient of the PI regulator,
respectively.

The transfer function of the closed-loop system is obtained
by using the Mason gain formula as follows:

8(s) =
G(s)

1+ G(s)
=

kp · kc · s+ ki · kp
Tp · s2 + (1+ kp · kc)s+ ki · kp

(17)

Substitute the data in Table 1 into (10) to get Tp = 5.104,
and Kp = 8.727. Therefore, equation (17) is transformed
into:

8(s) =
8.727kc · s+ 8.727ki

5.104s2 + (1+ 8.727kc)s+ 8.727ki
(18)

Set the driving system characteristic polynomial D(s) as:

D(s) = 5.104s2 + (1+ 8.727kc)s+ 8.727ki (19)

According to Routh criterion, the condition of system
stability is: {

1+ 8.727kc > 0
ki > 0

(20)

The solution of (20) is as follows:{
kc > −0.121
ki > 0

(21)

IV. THE SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND
PERFORMANCE COMPARASION
A. THE OVERALL STRUCTURE AND PARAMETER
SETTINGS OF THE SRM DRIVE SYSTEM
1) THE OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE SRM DRIVE SYSTEM
In this article, the SRM drive system employs the control
structure of direct torque control (DTC), whose structure is
usually composed of the double closed-loop mode. The inner
loop includes the torque and flux loops through the direct
torque controller. Among them, the actual torque T is the
torque output by the SRM. In addition, the total flux ψs and
flux angle θs are obtained from the phase flux output by the
SRM through the flux calculation link. The outer loop is
primary feedback, which achieves the speed control by the
proposed speed regulator. The structure block diagram of the
whole controlled system is shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore,
the simulation model of SRM drive system based on the
proposed speed regulator is further constructed based on the
MATLAB/Simulink platform.
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FIGURE 4. The SRM drive system structure block diagram.

TABLE 1. The rated parameters of the SRM.

TABLE 2. The main parameters of SRM drive system model.

2) PARAMETER SETTINGS OF THE SRM DRIVE SYSTEM
The rated parameters of the SRM in the simulation process
are shown in Table 1.

In addition, in order to verify the control performance
of the proposed speed regulator, the regulator parameters
mentioned in section III are set as shown in Table 2.

B. SIMULATION AND COMPARISON BASED ON
DIFFERENT SPEED REGULATORS
In Section I, it has been mentioned that the tracking perfor-
mance, anti-disturbance performance and the speed range are
important basis for measuring the performance of the SRM
drive system. Therefore, this section would be divided into
four parts to carry out simulation verification of the proposed
regulators.

This section firstly simulates the running state of the SRM
at rated speed, and obtains the tracking quality of the SVPDPI
regulator by analyzing the dynamic and steady performance
of the speed response under a variety of regulators. Secondly,
it is necessary to analyze the dynamic tracking performance
of the controlled system under the condition of speed fluc-
tuation such that the anti-speed disturbance ability of the

proposed regulators is verified. Furthermore, in order to com-
prehensively verify the resistance ability of SVPDPI regulator
to load torque disturbance, the dynamic fall and recovery
times of the speed response curve under load mutation are
compared and analyzed, and the load disturbance ability of
SVPDPI regulator is summarized. Finally, taking the stability
of the response curve as the standard, the differences between
the proposed regulators and the traditional PI regulator in the
speed adjustment range are compared and analyzed. Finally,
taking the stability of the response curve as the standard,
the differences between the proposed regulator and the tra-
ditional PI regulator in the speed adjustment range are com-
pared and analyzed.

1) THE CONTROL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SVPDPI
REGULATOR AT RATED SPEED
Initially, the proportion and integration coefficients of the
traditional PI regulator are exactly the same as that of the
SVPDPI regulator. When the SRM runs at the rated speed
(n = 1000 rpm), the waveform of speed control effect of four
regulators within t = 0 second to t = 1 seconds based on the
same parameter setting are shown in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 5. The waveform diagram of SVPDPI regulator control effect at
rated speed.

FIGURE 6. The root locus of the SRM drive system.

It is well known that stability, accuracy, rapidity and
smoothness are important performance indicators to measure
the drive system. Obviously, the stability is the primary per-
formance of the system. In order to verify the stability of the
system, the parameters in Table 2 are substituted into (20)
to obtain the drive system closed-loop root locus as shown
in Fig. 6:
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FIGURE 7. The radar chart of performance comparison of four regulators
at rated speed.

It is clearly from the root locus that all locus are located in
the left half plane, which proves that the system based on the
parameters used in this paper is stable.

In order to intuitively compare the other performance of
various regulators at rated speed, the comprehensive evalua-
tion scheme of various speed regulators is obtained according
to the simulation results, as shown in Fig. 7. If the regulator
has a higher score in the radar chart, which is consided that
the regulator has a better control performance.

According to Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, the DPI regulator can
eliminate the large overshoot of the traditional PI regulator
by approximately 65 %. However, its response speed is sig-
nificantly reduced, which leads to the slow recovery time of
the traditional PI regulator. Meanwhile, there is a weak speed
jitter at the beginning of the start-up stage. The response
speed of the DPI regulator is improved based on the vari-
able proportion action in the VPDPI regulator. Nevertheless,
it also intensifies the unstable of the speed at the start-up
stage of the SRMwhen the variable proportion link is applied.
However, the SVPDPI regulator combines the advantages
of PI and VPDPI. On one hand, the overshot of the speed
response curve is eliminated. On the other hand, the response
speed and stationarity of the system are both improved.
Notation 1: In Fig. 5, it should be noted that the dynamic

performance of the traditional PI controller maybe not ideal,
particularly in overshoot, whose foundational reason lies
in improper control parameters. Certainly, it can be further
improved along with the adjustment of Kp and Ki. However,
the optimal parameters always require continuous debug-
ging or professional experience, especially in the situation
of variable structure or operation condition, which leads to
high computation load. By contrast, the proposed method can
achieve the self-align of control parameters by utilizing the
concept of error threshold even though the conventional PI
parameters is undesirable, which can avoid complex process-
ing. The comparison results also indicate that the proposed
method can achieve more better performance than the tradi-
tional PI controller under the same control parameters.

The waveform diagram of total flux, torque and current
control effect of SVPDPI regulator are shown in Figs. 8-10,
respectively.

FIGURE 8. The waveform diagram of flux control effect of SVPDPI
regulator at rated speed.

FIGURE 9. The waveform diagram of torque control effect of SVPDPI
regulator at rated speed.

FIGURE 10. The waveform diagram of current control effect of SVPDPI
regulator at rated speed.

Above all, DPI has certain advantages in eliminating
system overshoot, while VPDPI has outstanding effects in
improving system response speed and eliminating system
overshoot. In addition, compared with the other three regu-
lators, SVPDPI regulator improves the comprehensive speed
control ability of SRM drive system on the basis of guaran-
teeing the ideal control of flux linkage, torque and current.

2) THE CONTROL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SVPDPI
REGULATOR UNDER SPEED DISTURBANCE
The SVPDPI controller has been verified to have better
speed regulation performance under ideal starting conditions.
However, there is usually a disturbance at actual run oper-
ation. Therefore, it is necessary to verify if the proposed
method gives satisfactory control performance even in speed
and load torque variation condition. Firstly, the operational
performance of SRM is simulated under the variable speed.
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FIGURE 11. The waveform of speed with speed disturbance.

FIGURE 12. The radar chart of performance comparison of four regulators
with speed disturbance.

The initial speed is set as 1000 rpm, and then it breaks to
1600 rpm at 1 seconds. Fig. 11 illustrates the comparison
waveform of the speed response curve of the four regulators
within t = 0 to t = 2 seconds.

To visually compare the ability of various regulators to
resist speed disturbances, the comprehensive analysis results
obtained according to the simulation results are shown
in Fig. 12. According to Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, the SVPDPI
regulator can quickly track the new given speed at the sud-
den change of speed in the SRM drive system, and the
dynamic process is stable without overshoot. Compared with
SVPDPI controller, VPDPI controller and DPI controller
have unfavorable performance in response process stabil-
ity and response speed. The traditional PI regulator not
only has a slow response speed, but also has a large over-
shoot, which fails to achieve ideal dynamic and steady-state
performance.

The waveform diagram of total flux, torque and current
control effect of SVPDPI regulator are shown in Figs. 13-15,
respectively.

It can be seen from the waveform and radar map that the
SVPDPI regulator returns to a stable state faster and more
smoothly after a short speed change compared to other types
of regulator. Meanwhile, the SRM torque, flux and current
values are quickly restored to a stable range. The integrated
speed control performance of SVPDPI regulator is signifi-
cantly improved than other regulators.

FIGURE 13. The waveform of flux control effect of SVPDPI regulator with
speed disturbance.

FIGURE 14. The waveform of torque control effect of SVPDPI regulator
with speed disturbance.

FIGURE 15. The waveform of current control effect of SVPDPI regulator
with speed disturbance.

3) THE CONTROL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SVPDPI
REGULATOR UNDER LOAD DISTURBANCE
The SRMdrive system based on SVPDPI regulator has strong
resistance to the sudden disturbance of speed. In addition,
when the external load changes, the simulation analysis of the
SRM drive system is also an important reference to verify the
performance of the SVPDPI regulator. Therefore, the system
load torque is 5 N · m when t = 2 seconds, and it will be
doubled after one second. Subsequently, the speed control
effect waveform of four regulators can be obtained as shown
in Fig. 16.

According to Fig. 16, when the SRM drive system is
suddenly applied a various load torque, the dynamic descent
of the SRM drive system based on traditional PI regula-
tor is obvious. Compared with the control effect of tradi-
tional PI regulator, the drive system based on DPI regulator
appears bigger dynamic drop, and the recovery time is longer.
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FIGURE 16. The speed control effect waveform of SVPDPI regulator with
variable load torque.

FIGURE 17. The flux control effect waveform of SVPDPI regulator with
variable load torque.

FIGURE 18. The torque control effect waveform of SVPDPI regulator with
variable load torque.

Compared with the above two regulator control effects,
the speed regulation system based on SVPDPI and VPDPI
regulator control are less dynamic landing, and the recovery
time is more faster. The control performance of the four
regulators at TL = 5 N · m is absolutely consistent with
that at TL = 10 N · m. This also explains the consistency of
the regulator’s control performance under low and high load
perturbations.

The waveform diagram of total flux, torque and current
control effect of SVPDPI regulator are shown in Figs. 17-19,
respectively.

Obviously, the control effect of stator flux is not affected
during the disturbance of load torque, as shown in Fig. 17.
The torque response curve in Fig. 18 also reveals the dynamic
variation of electromagnetic torque in matching the load
torque. Undoubtedly, DTC plays an irreplaceable role in inde-
pendently control for the torque and flux. Moreover, stator
phase current is weakly increased during the loading period,
as shown in Fig. 19. However, the high overshoots are not

FIGURE 19. The current control effect waveform of SVPDPI regulator with
variable load torque.

FIGURE 20. The comparison of four regulators with variable load torque.

detected during the transient period, which means that the
current is properly controlled except during the starting stage.

In order to visually compare the ability of four regulators
to resist various load disturbances, the recover time and land-
ing dynamic performance analysis of the four regulators are
shown in Fig. 20. From the above results, compared with
other kinds of regulators, SVPDPI regulator has a higher
performance under various load torque conditions. When
the external load changes, the total flux linkage, torque and
current control of the drive system based on SVPDPI regu-
lator is stable. The various load torque conditions have little
influence on the speed control, which verifies the capability
of the regulator in resisting load disturbance.

4) THE SPEED CONTROL RANGE OF SRM DRIVE SYSTEM
BASED ON SVPDPI REGULATOR
In the previous subsection, the performance of SVPDPI reg-
ulator in terms of the control accuracy, fast response and
its speed tracking and anti-load variation capabilities has
been verified and analyzed. The simulation results reveal
that SVPDPI controller provides favorable performance with
high speed running (1600 rpm). Nevertheless, the opera-
tion stability in the low speed circumstance should never be
ignored especially in wide speed control system. Therefore,
this subsection simulates the operation of the SRM drive
system at a low speed to verify the speed adjustment range of
different regulators. When the speed is set at 600 rpm, whose
waveform diagram of speed response is shown in Fig. 21.
From Fig. 10, it can be found that the traditional PI regulator
generates a large overshoot even out of the control when the
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FIGURE 21. The speed control effect waveform diagram at n = 600 rpm.

given speed is 600 rpm. Certainly, the system stability could
be ensured in theory if the control parameters are reason-
able. While unfortunate, the existence of integral saturation
would disable the controller. The reason for this is that the
error change ratio maybe too large, resulting in uncorrectable
deviation in the long-term. Therefore, the integral satura-
tion should be completely relieved during the ascent stage.
Compared with the other three regulators, the SVPDPI regu-
lator in this article can realize fast and stable tracking to the
given value within 600 rpm to 1600 rpm.

V. CONCLUSION
Based on the characteristic analysis of traditional PI regulator,
this paper proposes an original SVPDPI regulator for SRM
drive system such that the dynamic response quality of the
speed regulation is dramatically improved while the integral
saturation of PI regulator is totally eliminated. Specifically,
the decisive roles of the desaturation and variable proportion
are concurrently imposed on the speed regulator that ensures
the favourable dynamic property. More importantly, the new
switching regulator achieves the speed smooth of the drive
system at start-up stage. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of the
proposed method is demonstrated and compared by a com-
prehensive evaluation method, i.e., the simulation waveforms
and their corresponding radar chart. Consequently, it can
be verified that the proposed speed regulator can not only
achieves the tracking quality of high performance, but also
improves strong anti-interference ability and a few speed
range. In the future work, the promising track is how to
promote the self-adaptability and self-learning ability of the
PI regulator to improve its dynamic quality in practical SRM
drive system.

APPENDIX A
THE SELECTING PROCESS OF FEEDBACK
COMPENSATION COEFFICIENT γ
Taking γ = −14 as the benchmark in this paper, the wave-
form aims to verify the influence of variable γ value on the
driving system.

APPENDIX B
THE SIMULATION DIAGRAM UNDER
DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS ϕ
On the basis of ϕ = 100, the influence of different threshold
ϕ on the driving system is verified by waveform .

FIGURE 22. The comparison diagram of speed under different feedback
compensation coefficients γ .

FIGURE 23. The comparison diagram of speed under different
thresholds ϕ.

FIGURE 24. The comparison diagram of speed under different
thresholds c .

FIGURE 25. The comparison diagram of speed under different
thresholds s.

APPENDIX C
THE SIMULATION DIAGRAM UNDER
DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS c
The relationship between different thresholds c and the sta-
bility and response speed of the driving system is briefly
revealed by the following waveform.

APPENDIX D
THE SIMULATION DIAGRAM UNDER
DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS s
The following waveform is mainly to verify the control effect
of threshold s and threshold c under different relations.
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